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INT:1.0DUCTIOH 
One of the important phases of the reading Frogram is the 
development of an extensive and meaningful vocabulary. John-
son11 states the following factors tend to point out a need for 
better vocabulary in the content field in grade five: 
1. Controlled vocabulary in tl1e primary grades while 
there is an unlimited vocabulary in the u~Jper grades. 
2. Intermediate grade pu:;ils seem to have considerate 
difficulty comprehending reading materials in the 
social studies and science. 
3. Pupils in the intermediate grades tend to make lo"t'rer 
scores in problem solving than in arithmetic computa-
tion. 
4. Pupils seem to select for free reading books that 
are several grades below their ability level. 
5. At the beginning of the inter;nediate grades there 
seem to be a high percentage of failure. 
6. Slower learners are especially handicapped by their 
inability to master the rapidly expanding vocabulary. 
The purpose of this study is an attempt to rneasure the 
understanding of tvTO hundred fifth grade children of vocabulary 
in the content areas. Comparisons will be made on the basis 
of chronological age, mental age and reading achievement. 
Sex differences will be studied in the same areas. 
1. Johnson, :Nary E. "Study of the Understanding of Conten 
Subjects by Children of Grade Five." Unpublished thesis, Bosto 
University, 1950o 
CHAPTER I 
3UT0ITv;:li.RY OF PJEVIOUS RESZA~Wl-I 
Learning to read is forming connection bet'tveen visual 
and oral symbols and certain meanings where as reading itself 
' 
is reviei.'ling. the meanings 'VJhich have been attached to the 
symbols and combining them so as to comprehend the sentence or 
paragraph. 
Through the years there has been several dGfinitio~s for 
"word meaniag." The accepted meaning of modern educators is 
that it arises out of personal experiences. Brooksll states 
that from the child's first movements, from l.:is manipulation 
of objects, from seeing, hearing, twisting, lifting, pushing, 
pulling, throvdng various things that come 1r1ithin his range 
of experience, the child learns their meaning, or more pre-
cisely gives them meaning. As the cl1ild grows older his 
range of experiences increase, he acquires a larger st,ock of 
meanings. 
BrooksY states three important factors determine tile 
-
grmlti.l of the child's vocabulary: a. his o;;vn r:.1ental grovlth; 
b. the expansion of his environment; and c. the directiop. and 
1. Brooks, Fowler.D., The Applied Psychology of Reading, 
Ne\!IT York, D. Appleton and Company, 1926, pp. 56-57. 
2. Ibid., pp. 57-58. 
• 
development of his interest. Gray and Holme·s~ maintain three 
important factors concerning the nature of meaningsz a. mean-
ing arises out of the experience .of the learner; b. they take 
the form of feeling reactions, body attitudes and memory images; 
and c. they possess the qualitative attributes of richness, 
accuracy, organization and clarity. 
Most babies show that they can respond correctly to spoken 
words before they are able to use those words in speech. Their 
hearing vocabu~ary develops earlier than their speaking voca-
bulary, ·and throughout the number of vwrds to which they can 
react remains larger than the number of words to v[hich they 
can employ in speech or writing. The two together make up 
~hat may be called an individualts meaningful vocabulary. This 
~ocabulary consists of words which the individual can interpret 
correctly or use successfully in comnmnication. 
IVIerril statesU one of the most important phases of the 
teaching of reading should be the development of the childts 
~bility to make the transition from the recognition of,the word 
symbol to the meaning behind the symbol. 
In discussing the vital importance of teaching word recog-
~ition and word meaning Durre112/ states that the difficulty 
1. Gray, William S. and Holmes; Eleanor, The Development 
~ Meaning Vocabularies in Reading, The University of Chicago, 
Phicago, Illinois, 1938, pp. 1-5. . . . 
2. Merril, Edith, H., "Thinking; Meaning, and Reading," 
!Peacher 1 s Service Bulletin in Reading, New York, iYiaciviillian 
Pompany, October, 1941. · 
3. Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading 
~bilities, New York, World Book Company, 1940, pp. 162. 
with individual words constitute a chief handicap of poor 
readers. Words outside of the reader1s experience, unfamiliar 
words for which he has no meaning, cause serious difficulties 
in comprehension and interpretation at any level. In the 
intermediate grades this difficulty becomes e~pecially acute 
'"':·- ..... 
because many words required in social studies, natural science ;. 
and literature are completely unknown to slow or even average 
learners .. 
Gray!/ in his discussion on current practices on teaching 
reading as they affect the development of desirable types of 
reading achievement says: 
Most boys and girls are passing through the 
middle grades today seriously handicapped because 
they are unable to attack new words intelligently. 
A second unfortunate element in the situation is 
that few teachers in those grades are willing to 
provide the help and guidance which are needed. 
Bond and Bon~ state the three phases of meaning thus 
seem to be: a. simple recognition; b. extensiveness of mean-
ing; and c. depth or vividness of meaning. The individual is 
able to make use of deeper and finner appreciation and broader 
concepts and generalization in interpretating a symbol. 
Russelll/ emphasizes the fact that many children may recog-
nize a word but have little real understanding. There is no 
1. Gray, William s .. , ttcurrent Practices in the Teaching 
of Reading as They Affect the Development of Reading Achieve-
ment", Bulletin of the Association of Childhood Education, 
Washington, D. c., 1932. 
2. Bond, Guy L. and Eva Bond, Teachi~ The Child To Read, 
Macmillian Company, New York, 1940, PP• 21 • --- ------
Russell, 
New York 
value in having a child be able to work out, by phonetic or 
analysis, the pronunciation or a word which conveys no meaning 
to him. It is important that he develops ways of associating 
a number ideas to this word word symbol. 
Walpole!/ states that "because of certain events, some 
words with respectable pasts take on new and undesirable shades 
of meanings". Meanings shift from one context to another, as 
stated by B~tts.gj In appraising and in guiding the develop-
ment of vocabulary, the teacher must be concerned not only 
with the word but also with the.meny uses of each word. Since 
words have many meanings, it is important that vocabulary 
development include the teaching of a number of meanings for 
given words. 
Each field such as social studies, social science, mathe-
matics~ and literature makes demand upon the child's reading 
which are not encountered in other subjects. McCallisterl/ 
reports: 
Every subject provides varied opportunities 
for applying reading to special types of study 
activities and to special purposes. Pupils are 
not always prepared for these reading activities 
by training received in reading classes. These 
facts suggest the need of attention to reading 
in connection with teaching of every contnet sub-
ject. 
lo Walpole, Hugh R., Semantics, W. ~v. Norton and Company, 
Inc., New York, 1941, PP• 88. 
2. Betts, Emmett A., Foundation or Reading Instruction, 
American Book Company, New York, 1946,~p. 6oo. 
3. McCallister, James M., Remedial and Corrective Instruc 
tion in Reading, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, l936, 
PP• 8. 
Goodykoontzl/ says ideally, reading instructions ·can then 
be integrated with other phases of the curriculum to the very 
great increase in effectiveness of learning in each. 
The materials are different in difficulty, in compactness 
of ideas, in continuity of presentation and in vocabulary used 
in many different respects. Durrell and Sulliva~ stress the 
fact that vocabulary instructions alone will not insure ade-
quate growth in reading abilities in the intermediate grades. 
They hold, too, that emphasis on vocabulary instruction must 
always be counter-balanced by assignmnet which increase the 
child's ability in comprehension and interpretation of longer 
passages. 
Harris2/ ststes the lack of ability to understand reading 
materila may be due to any one of a number of causes. Among 
them are: inadequate skill in word recognition, low general 
intelligence, a scanty meaningful vocabulary, lack of ability 
to read in thought units, a rate of reading which is inappro-
priate for speed and lack of ability in word analysis. 
1. Goodykoontz, Bess, "The Place of Reading in the Cur-
riculum", The Teaching of Reading: A Second Report, the Thirty· 
sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomi~gton, Ill., 
1937, Part I .. 
2. Durrell, Donald and Helen Sullivan, ·"Vocabulary In-
structions in the Intermediate Gradesn, Elementary: English 
Review: (February, 1938) pp. 138-l43. 
3. Harris, Albert, How To Increase Reading Abilities, 
New York: Logmans, Green and COmpany, 1941, pp. 25. 
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Intelligence and Achievement l1.elated to Vocabulary Grmvth: 
Expanding environiJl.ent brings the growing mind new experiences, 
new symbols, and a larger vwrd knowledge. Brooksll states 
that vocabulary is closely related to intelligence or mental 
gro~fth as shom1 by the high correlation between intelligence 
and t.he ability to def'ine words. Vocabulary represents exper-
iences as they haVJe been organized by the individual and by the 
adult social group to vJhich he belongs. The ability to learn, 
the pmi'J'er to knovv, is the essence of' intelligence. The child 
of' good mental ability learns much more f'rom his experiences: 
he organizes his experiences, and then as thus organized, he 
attaches symbols and words. As he develops mentally, he 
acquires new meaning and ne\'T symbols f'or them; he increases 
his vocabulary. Dolchg/ says the strongest single f'actor in 
the pupil 1 s success in reading is undoubtedly his degree of' 
intelligence. The intelligent child may be a poor reader 
because of' unusual handicaps, but the chances are all in his 
f'avor. The extremely dull child has things very much against 
· .. -,:· 
him, and our best ef'f'orts to teach him may be doomed to f'ailure 
Hollingworthll says that children of' poor and of' superior 
intelligence dif'f'er "not. in kind, . but in degree only." It may 
1. Brooks, .2.E· cit;, pp. 78. 
2. Dolch, Edward V'J., The Psychology and Teaching of' Read-
ing, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1931, pp. 139. 
3. ·Hollingworth, Leta S., The Psychology of' Subnormal 
Children, New York, rJiacl'Jl:illian Company, 1920, P• 90. 
6 
be postulated that the reading interests of normal and bright 
children as revealed by experiment are relevant in a discussion 
that involves the taste and preference of dull as well as of 
more intelligent children. 
In Detroit in 1926, five hundred teachers were asked to 
cooperate upon a report of the mental diflferences of bright 
and dull pupils and the necessary adjustment in teaching pro-
cedures. Bakerl/ sums up their analysis by stating in dealing 
with mental differences from this point of view, we find that 
a low I. Q. signifies a pupil who must have material presented 
in short and simple units, where as the high I. Q. signifies 
the need of large units, which have very ulterior ends. The 
low I. Q. often signifies a narrow and individualistic point 
of view, where as the high I• Q. usually symbolizes a thoroughly 
social point of view and a power for cooperative in civic enter-
prises. The average child probably strikes a medium between 
the marked differences that have been noted in the bright and 
dull pupils. 
Gates2/ concluded from the finding of Tredgold and Terman 
that individuals with I. Q.s of 50--70 can, as the result of 
training, learn to read books of very simple material. Bush-
well and Johnl/ compared the responses on a vocabulary test in 
1. Baker, H. J., Characteristic Differences in Bright and 
Dull Pupils, Detroit, Public School Publishing Company, 1927, 
p. 4-
2. Gates, A. I., The Psychology of Reading and Spelling, 
New York, Teachers' College Bureau of Publications, 1922, p. 1$. 
3. Bushwell, G. T., and John, Lenore, "The Vocabulary o:f 
Arithmetic", Supplementary Educational Monogr.aphs 3$: $2-90, 
1931.. 
arithmetic of elementary sahool pupils classified according to 
their intelligence quotients. The comparison showed that the · 
largest percentage of omissions was made by the low group, that 
the number of doubtful and wrong responses was slightly greater 
for the high group, and that the percentage of satisfactory 
responses increased as the level of intelligence rose. Witty1/ 
states that in the case of mentally average children the girls 
read more than the boys. Gifted children show little interest 
in books of drama, music, and fine arts in general. Mentally 
dull children differ but slightly from average and superior 
children in the types of reading matter they select. The mattej 
is only on their levele Austi~ concludes from a recent study 
by Bond and Fay of the performance of good and poor readers on 
the individual items of the Revised Stanford-Binet Scale that 
those items upon which the good readers as a group performed 
significantly better than the poor readers were dependent upon 
the knowledge and use of words. Brooksl/ says the ability 
necessary to grasp the meaning o'f increasingly difficult papa-
graphs is largely the mental ability often called intelligence. 
Reading achievement and intelligence scores are closely related 
The writer found correlations of 0.75 to 0.78 for classes of 
1. Witty, Paul, Reading in Modern Education. D. C. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1949, PP• 213. 
2. Austin, Mary c., "Personal Characteristics That Retard 
Progress in Reading", Supplementary Educational Monographs 72: 
October, 1950, pp. 1i4. 
3. Brooks, 2£• Cit., PPe 80. 
8 
35 to 40 of average and superior mental ability in the same 
grade. TaxlerY in his study of the relationship bet'trJ"een 
~ vocabulary and general achievement in the elementary school 
points out that the vmrd meaning score on the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test is a reasonably good predictor of the total score on 
the test. It continues to be a fair predictor even \'Then the 
intelligence quotient is held constant. 
In approaching the subject, it is well to recognize that 
of all the factors related to reading, vocabulary is least 
amenable to rapid improvement. Hamilton£/ says that long inter-
vals of time expended in learning any given task are not as 
effective ·as the same amount of time divided into several short 
periods. Broom, Duncan, Enug, and Stueberlf found that there 
is a marked correlation existing between academic intelligence, 
i. e., the ability to learn, and reading achievement, i. e., 
comprehension of the printed material. -The vocabulary given 
should be in relation to its burden upon the childrents ability. 
Reading materials intended for retarded readers should have 
relatively larger number of review words for each new word in 
the selection. Children of below average mental ability should 
1. Taxler, Arthur E., "The Relationship BetliTeen Vocabulary 
and General Achievement in the Elementary School", The Elemen-
tary School Journal, 45: 1946, pp. 331---333. 
2. Hamilton, James, Toward Proficient Reading, Claremont, 
California, Sanders Press, p. 1.35, 1939. 
3. Broom, 1'1. E., Duncan, 1>1. A., Enug, D., and Stuber, J., 
"Effective Reading Instructions in the Elementary Schoolsn, 
Elementary School Journal, 41: 1942, pp. 6S--69. 
9 
.~ :to 
be given easy reading materials in which the new words are 
small in relation to the total number of words;, with the new 
words given repeated usuage. Children of_ superior intelligence 
would not require so many repetitions. Dean1/ in his study 
to determine the relationship betrween preferences and achieve-
ment found a significant difference in favor of boys of high 
achievement and boys of preference groups. This leads to a 
conclusion that there are significant relationship between 
preference and achievement of boys. In the same study he 
concluded that there is no pertinent relationship between pre-
ference and achievement for girls. 
11Jords have meaning to a child only when they are related 
to things he has experienced or known about. A child who has 
had a very restricted life may be ignorant of many things 
that are common-place to the average child, and so has not 
the bases for understanding words which refer to those things. 
A child who likes to read enriches his vocabulary with words 
and ideas he gains from his reading. vfuen a child has a poor 
start in reading, he usually dislikes to read and thus gives 
up one of the best opportunities to expand his vocabulary. 
Age and Sex Related to Vocabulary: Brooksgj states that 
numerous studies of reading achievement show the following sex 
1. Dean, Stuart, "A Study to Determine the Relationship 
Between Preferences and Achievement", Unpublished Thesis, Bosto 
UnivGrsity, 1949. 
2. Brooks, 2£• Cit., p. Blo 
differences: a. in oral reading girls do better than boys 
in all elementary grades, b. in silent reading sex differences 
1lt are not marked, and c. the differences in reading abilities 
are far greater within either six group than between the sexes. 
Barryl/ in a recent study of first, second, and third grade 
children found the following sex differences: a. girls were 
superior to boys in all grades in mental age and reading, 
b. girls were statistically superior to the boys in auditory 
discrimination in grades one and two, c. there was little 
difference in the two groups in grade three and this was in 
favor of the boys, .and d. the differences in speed and accuracy 
of articulation were not significant but were in favor of the 
boys in all grades. Dora~ concludes that up to age five, 
girls have a larger vocabulary than boys, but that as the 
children grow older, the boyst V.ocabulary increases beyond 
that of the girls. Casil'relll/ in his study of children from 
ages nine to eleven says this period is one of a. specializa-
tion and differentiation in interests, b. a differentiation 
between "t"lork and play, c. uninhibited creative \.York, and 
d. distinctly more mature intellectual ability. 
1. Barry, Florence and Others, "Analysis of Auditory 
Function in Grades One, Two, and Three", Unpublished Thesis, 
Boston University, 1951. 
2. ·Doran, Edwin,· "A Study of Vocabularies", Pedagogical 
Seminary, 14: December, 1907, pp. 401--413. 
3. Caswell, Hollis L., Education in Elementary Schools, 
New York, American Book Company, 1942, p. 116. 
' 
Drisco111/ also states that this period is marked by rapid 
growth in vocabulary. Children begin to organize memory around 
clues instead of attempting to recall the whole. They increase 
in ability to see similarities, differences and casual relation-
ships. The differentiation of interest expresses itself as a 
sex difference in terms of individuals. Boys and girls have 
similiar interest when young but these diverge as they mature. 
Terman and LimaY found boys more interested in science and 
mechanics and girls beginning to read romantic adult fiction 
at about the· age of eleven. Thorndikel/ found clear sex dif-
ferences except that girls will read some boys stories and only 
mistery, animals and mild adventur·e stories are enjoyed by all. 
Most. studies reveal that older boys do more magazine and nevvs-
paper reading and girls do more book reading than the other 
sex. LazarY in his study of bright, averB;ge, and dull boys 
and girls shows the following: 
1. Driscoll, Gertrude, How to Study Behavior of Children, · 
Net'\T York, Bureau of Publications •reachel'S' College Columbia 
University, 1941. 
2. Terman, Le;,-Jis and · Lima, · illla.rgaret, Children's Reading, 
New York, Appleton-Century, 1935, p. 22. 
3. Throndike, H. L., ·1'Childre"l's Reading Interests"; A 
Study Based on a Fictitious Annotated Title Questionnaire, 
Bureau of Publication, Teachers' College Columbia University. 
4. Lazar, l.fuy, trReading Interests, Activities, and 
Opportunities of Bright, Average, and Dull Children", Contribu-
tions to Education, No. 707, New York, Teachers' College, 
Columbia University, 1937. 
TABLE X 
Five Kinds of Books Liked Best By Boys 
e 
Bright Percent Average Percent Dull Percent· 
Adventure 33.0 Hystery 23.4 My§tery 30.8 
Mystery 19.7 Adventure 22.1 Detective 29.2 
Detective 14.2 Detective 18.1 Adventure 9.8 
Science 10.4 Eistory 13.6 History 7.9 
Eistory 7,0 Invention 8.2 Nature 7.9 
Five Kinds of Books Liked Best By Girls 
Bright Percent Aver?-ge Percent Dull Percent 
Mystery 21.1 Eystery 32.3 Fairy Tales 38.3 
Adventure 21.0 Fairy Tales 21.1 Yi.ystery 21.8 
Fairy Tales 14.4 Adventure 14.1 Detective 8.6 
. Novels 9.6 Home & School 7.0 Adventure 7.6 
Horae 0 <X. School 9 .. 3 History 6.2 Home&&hool 6 .. 6 
Doell shows in her tables on sex di~~erences in vrritten 
vocabulary of pupils in rcrades ten, eleven, and twelve, that 
girls -;·ri th the sarcle mentc:.l ages as the boys -wrote papers o~ 
greater length; the critical ratio o~ 4o5o This study of sex 
di.f~erences indicates that the girls more copiously than the 
boys, the senior girls used J1ost 'l'lords o~~ the Durrell list, 
and the senior boys vJrote the highest percentafe of dif~erent 
words off the Durrell-Sullivan list. Both boys and girls in 
. grade eleven show~d a drop-off in the total nu~nber of ~mrds 
vv.C'itten and in the number of words o~~ the Durrell list. The 
only consistent iE1prove~-r1ent sho1im grade by grade v..ras in the 
percentage of different words o~f' the list. 
Summary of B.esearch: Research on word :ne.sLnir:.g and the 
e~~ect of ::11ental age, achievement, and sex upon it may be 
summarized as follows: 
a. i•!:ental grm·.Jth, expension of environment, and interest 
are important factors 1vhich determine the growth o~ 
a childts vocabulary. 
b. lfn~amiliar livords which have no meaning cause serious 
difficulty in comprehension and interpretation at 
any grade level .. 
c. Ic'~ost boys and girls are handicapped because they do 
do not knmv ho''f to attack words intelligently. 
1. Doe, T.belma, "Differences in t}le Level and the Extent 
of the ~Iritten Vocabulary of Eigl1 Sc~1ool Fupils", Unpublished 
Thesis, Boston University, 1941. 
d. The lack of ability to understand reading jBterial 
may be due.to: 
1. Inadequate skill in vmrd recognition. 
2. Low general intelligence. 
3. Scanty :i·'Ieaningful vocabulary. 
4. Lack of ability to read in thought units. 
e. Intelligence and achievement are related to voca-
bulary growth. 
f. Age and sex differences are related to vocabulary 
growth. 
~,,.~­
~·~.~"'-~-
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
This study is an attempt to measure the understanding of 
two hundred fifth grade children of vocabulary in the content 
areas. 
The data for this study was obtained from information 
gathered from children in Hampton, Virginia. This group was 
hetrogenous in nature. The children came from superior homes, 
average homes, and homes of low socio-economic levelo Their 
parents were professional men, business men, clerical workers, 
skilled and unskilled laborers. The majority of the children 
came from poor homes. 
Table I shows the mean chronological and mental ages in 
months for the children included in the study. 
TABLE I 
MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL AGES 
Number Mean C. A. S. D. Mean M. A. S. De 
200 133.2 10.11 135.0 14.9 
Three group tests were given. The mental age range for 
the population was a little above average. The Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity and Achievements Tests!! and the 
Johnson's Word Test2/ were administered by the classroom 
teachers. 
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Intermediate, 
Form Al/, measures comprehension of spoken language and is 
composed of two sub-tests. 
Test 1: Word Meaning. The hearing vocabulary is measured 
. by having the child find pictures which illustrate the words 
pronounced by the examiner. The test consists of seventy words 
which are tested by fourteen groups of pictures. 
Test 2! Paragraph Meaning. This test consists of twelve 
paragraphs, graded in difficulty, each of which is accompanied 
by a group of pictures illustrative of possible phrases of 
th~ story. Each paragraph is read aloud to the child after 
which five questions are asked, which, if answered correctly, 
will demonstrate the child's understanding of the paragraph 
read. The child indicates his responses to the questions by 
marking the number of the picture which illustrates the 
answer to each question. 
1. World Book Company, New York, 1937. 
2. Johnson, Mary, "Study o£ the Understanding of Voca-
bularies o£ Content Subjects by Children of Grade Five," 
Unpublished Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 
1950. 
3. Qe.. Cit •• 
i7 
The achievement test used was the Durrell-Sullivan 
Reading Achievement Test11 Intermediate Test, Form A. This 
test measures the children's achievement in reading. This 
test consists of four sub-test, however, only two of them 
were used. 
Test 1: The Word Meaning. This test is closely paral-
leled to the Word Meaning Test in the Reading Capacity Test. 
It is multiple-choice form, and contains seventy~five items. 
Test 2: Paragraph Meaning. This test consists of 
twelve paragraphs, graded in difficulty, which paralleled 
closely to the Paragraph Meaning Test of the Reading Capacity 
Test. Comprehension of each paragraph read by the pupil is 
measured by five multiple-choice questions which measure five 
different aspects of reading ability. 
The Johnson Word Meaning T.estY to measure word meanings 
in the content areas is divided into s·ix sets with each set 
containing twenty-five words. It is in multiple-choice form 
and contains words from the areas of language, history, arith-
~etic, geography, science, and health. The words used have 
one to five correct responses. The children were to check 
~ach correct response they knew. The highest possible score 
~hat could be acquired on the test was five hundred twenty-six. 
~ copy of this test and the directions for administering it 
~ay be .found in the appendix. 
1. Ibid. 
2. .QE.. Cit. 
:18 
All scoring was done by the writer. The scores were 
analyzed and the reaults are presented in the next chapter. 
e 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The results of the tests were analyzed to discover the 
relationship of the child's ability to comprehend words in 
the content fields, as measured by the Johnson Test and his: 
1. Mental Age 
2. Chronological Age 
3. Reading Achievement 
4. Comparisions were studied by Quartiles 
5. Sex differences were studied in the above areas 
Table II _shows the relationships of the factors studied. 
TABLE II 
RELATIONSHIP BET~~EN SCORES ON THE JOHNSON TEST 
AND FACTORS STUDIED 
Factors Number r P. 
Mental Age 200 .44 
Chronological Age 200 -.07 
Reading Achievement 200 .40 
E. r 
.061 
.073 
.063 
The correlations, mental age and reading achievement were 
low and positive, one chronological age was low and negative. 
eo 
The critical ratios between all quartiles are stat,istical-
ly significant in favor of the population in the upper quartile 
in each case. 
The range of mean scores is from 79. 20 for Q4 to 4~~. 50 
.· __ , .-_,._ 
.. ~ ... 
... 
Table IV shows the corparision o:f mean scores o:f Quartil 
on the Johnson Test. 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISION OF MEAN SCORES OF QUARTILES ON JOHNSON'S TEST 
The critical ratios between Q2 and Q1 and Q4 and Q1 are 
statistically signi:ficant in :favor o:f the population in the 
upper quartile in each case. 
The critical ratio between Q4 and Q3 is not statistically 
signi£icant. There are 95 chances in a hundred that this is a 
true di:f:ference in :favor o:f Q4 . There are 74 chances in a 
hundred that the di:f:ference between Q3 and Q2 is signi:ficant 
in :favor o:f Q3 • 
Table V shows by quartiles the comparisons of Reading 
Achievement scores of boys and girls. 
TABLE V 
READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
Quartile No. Sex Mean S. D. S. E. 
4 
3 
2 
1 
25 Boys 75.50 16.80 3.36 
25 Girls 83.90 19.70 3.94 
24 Boys 55.20 20.25 4.13 
25 Girls 69.10 14.75 2.95 
25 Boys 51.30 17.07 3.41 
24. Girls 53.00 13.90 2.83 
26 Boys 40.00 11.54 2.26 
26 Girls 45.00 10.30 2.02 
Mean S. Eo 
Diff. Diff. 
8.40 5.17 
13 .. 90 5.07 
1.70 4.43 
5 .oo 3. 03 
C. R. 
1.62 
1.65 
The differences were not statistically significant but in 
all quartiles were in favor of the girls. 
There are 86 chances in a hundred that the difference be-
tween boys and girls in Q4 is significant in favor of the girls; 
in Q3 the chances are 96 in a hundred in favor of the girls; in 
41t Q2 the chances are 59 in a hundred in favor of the girls; and 
in Q1 the chances are 86 in a hundred in favor of the girls. 
Table VI shows the comparison of Johnson's Test scores 
for the boys and girls. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF JOHNSON TEST SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS BY QUARTILEE 
Quartile No. 
4 
25 
25 
24 
Sex Mean S. D. 
Boys 329.50 79.75 
Girl~: 297.50 47.50 
Boys 
S. E. 
15.95 
9.50 
Mean 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
32.00 18.56 
C. R .. 
1.72 
00.00 17.84 00.00 3 
25 Girl~: 289.50 57.00 11.00 
2 
1 
25 
24 
26 
26 
Boys 286.50 72.25 
Girl~: 267.75 59.70 
14.45 
18.75 
12 .. 20 -
18.91 
Boys 273.00 55.15 10.83 
Girls 230.75 55.75 10.95 
42.25 15.40 
.997 
2.74 
All of the diffferences though not significant were in 
favor of the boys. In Q4 there are 87 chances in a hundred, 
in Q2 there are 75 chances in a hundred and in Q3 there are 
97 chances in a hundred that the difference is in favor of 
the boys. The scores in Q3 were identical. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was an attempt to discover the relationship 
between the child's ability to comprehend words in the content 
areas as measured by the Johnson Test and mental age, chrono-
logical age and reading achievement. 
Two hundred fifth grade children were given three group 
tests. They were the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and 
Achievement Tests and the Johnson Word Meaning Test. 
The Johnson Word Meaning Test measures the comprehension 
of words in history, geography, language, science, arithmetic, 
and health. There are twenty-five words (25) for each area. 
It is in multiple-choice form and the words used have from 
one to five correct responses. The highest possible score 
that can be acquired on the test is five hundred twenty-six. 
All tests were given by the regular classroom teacher. 
All scoring was done by the writer. 
The population was divided into Quartiles according to 
the scores on the Capacity test. 
- ·-~>. ·.e·-~ 'i·••r----::~·-~ .. 
. "'·-' '·;<·-"':.?%;::;~~-
The following conclusions ~ay be drawn: 
1. The correlations, twq of them mental age and 
reading achievement were low and positive, and 
one, chronological was low and negative. 
2. The reading achievement for the total population 
was in favor of the upper quartile in each case. 
3. The Johnson Word Test showed differences in 
each quartile always in favor of the upper 
quartile. Q4 and Q3 showed the most difference. 
Q3 and Q2 showed the least difference. 
4. A sex study of reading achievement showed girls 
superior to the boys in each quartile. Differ-
ences were not significant. The greatest 
difference was in Q3• 
5. A study of the Johnson Test by sex showed 
differences in three quartiles. These differ-
ences were not significant, but were always 
in favor of the boys. The greatest difference 
was in Q1 • The scores in Q3 were identical. 
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APPENDIX 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE JOHNSON WORD TEST 
There are six sets o~ words to this test. The entire 
test should be given in one day. The time limit ~or each 
set is ~i~teen minutes with a ~ive minute break between each. 
Pass out only one set o~ words at a time. It is advisable to 
begin this test in the morning. 
When Set I has been passed out, ask the pupils to place 
their names at the top right hand corner o~ each page. This 
is to avoid loss o~ any part o~ the test in case it comes 
apart. 
Say, "At the top o~ the page you will ~ind some directions. 
I will read them to you. Be sure to listen and read along with 
me." 
Read, "Here is a set o~ twenty-~ive words. Beside each 
word there are ~ive de~initions. You are to ~ind as many 
de~initions as you can ~or each word and put a check mark 
beside each. For example, the ~irst word is ounce. Look 
through the ~ive de~initions until you ~ind all the meanings 
for the word ounce. Then put a check mark in front o~ all 
the correct meanings o~ the word in the space just in ~ront 
o~ it." Give time ~or the children to do it. Check to see 
that the pupils mark the right de~initions. 
Say, "You will ha:ve fifteen minutes to all the words. I~ 
you ~inish one page go on to the next page. Work until I say 
stop. Remember to check only the definitions you know. Ready, 
be in!" 
Please stress that the children mark only the definitions 
they know. This is to avoid guessing. Be sure no child 
ponders too long on any one word. 
Each set follows the same procedure. 
SCORING 
Each response marked correctly equals one point. The 
highest possible score is five hundred twenty-six (526). 
----~--
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SET I 
e WORD MEANING TEST 
Directions: Here is a set o£ twenty-£ive words. Beside each 
word there are five de£initions. You are to find 
as many definitions as you dan for each word and 
put a check mark beside each. For example, the 
first word is ounce. Look through the five de-
£initions until you £ind all the meanings for 
1. account 
2. seize 
the word rtounce. n Then put a check mark in £ront 
of all the correct meanings of the word in the 
space just before it. Check the other words and 
meanings in the same way. 
EXAMPLES: 
ounce 
farm 
a unit of weight 
a little bit 
1/16 of a pound 
----- a very small amount 
speak frankly 
hard to please 
----- land which a person raises crops 
or animals 
cultivated land 
-----let for hire 
----
go without food 
to give an explanation 
---to answer 
a record of business 
---a reason 
----a statement of money received and spent 
the placing of an army around or before 
----a fortified place to force its surrender 
a continued attempt to gain possession 
-----of something 
a persistent effort to overcome resistance 
-----pleasing to the sight 
having a high-pitched voice 
---
3. diet 
4. plain 
5. experiment 
6. gallant 
7. cash 
8. claim 
9. examine 
10. current 
_____ the food and drink that a person usually 
takes to keep safe 
___ to show the way 
_____ any special food eaten in sickness 
____ a formal assembly for discussion 
____ flat, level land 
clear 
---
___ easily understood 
___ homely 
all of one color 
---
try to find out 
---make trials or tests 
to stretch out 
---
____ to put an end to 
____ no longer living 
brave 
---a man of fashion 
___ a fine gentleman 
___ showing respect and courtesy to women 
___ looking dressed up and gay 
___ money paid for an article at the time of 
purchases 
a small animal 
-------~money in coins or bills 
___ a cover 
___ a Chinese copper coin with a squ~re open-
ing in the center 
to ask for something rightfully belong-
----ing to oneself 
to demand one's own 
---
___ to require 
____ a_right to a thing 
a civilized country 
---
to test 
----to question closely 
----to be excited 
to look at closely 
---
---
to stir up 
flow of water 
---flow of electricity· through a wire 
___ present ~ime 
in general use 
---the movement of events or of opinion 
11. vegetation plant life __ _. 
12. goblet 
13. balance 
14. navigator 
15. pulse 
16. rapid 
17. particle 
___ special talent 
a political party 
---a small hole in cloth 
___ teasing 
____ a spider's web 
a barnyard foul 
----
____ a drinking glass 
__ ..;_ a faucet or valve 
_____ an outer garment 
-----
an instrument for weighing 
a wheel that regulates the rate of move-
----ment of a clock 
keep or put in a steady condition 
-----difference between the debit and credit 
sides of an account 
____ a movement in dancing 
one who sails the seas 
-----
____ a fleet of ships 
____ an explorer of the seas 
_____ a person who steers a ship or an aircraft 
____ one who finds the position and course of 
an airship 
the edible seeds of such plants as peas 
----and beans 
the beating of the heart 
----to vibrate 
throbbing 
----a regular beating 
___ very quick 
a place in a stream where the current 
---flows very fast 
a kind of palm 
----wandering about 
swift 
----
____ a very little bit 
a former time 
-----passing by 
-----
a prefix, suffix, preposition, conjuction, 
article or an interjection 
____ beyond influence 
36 
18. gratitude 
19. measure 
20. voyage 
21. organ 
22o substance 
23. .frigid 
24. valiant 
25. scale 
thankfulness 
---confused 
---
___ o.f a similar kind 
_____ kindly feeling because of a .favor received 
_____ to disarrange 
____ to find a size or amount of anything 
___ to mark off or cut 
a bar of music 
----
____ an instrument such as a .foot rule, a yard-
stick or quart dipper 
____ be o.f a certain size or amount 
--~~journey by water 
~~-walk with short steps 
____ a Roman God 
_____ journey or travel through the air 
_____ supply with food 
_____ a musical instrument 
_____ a military weapon 
____ part o.f an animal or plant .fitted to do 
certain things in life 
___ a newspaper or magazine which speaks for 
and gives the views of a political party 
____ a group o.f islands 
___ the real, main, or important part o.f 
anything 
_____ real meaning 
wealth 
----
____ what a thing consists of 
an official amount 
-----
very cold 
----cold in feeling or manner 
very stiff 
----friendly manner 
____ chilling 
brave 
---common 
---a defensive garment 
---a force 
___ an important:. part 
one of the many small, hard plates which 
-----cover part of the body of a fish or snake 
the dish or pan of a balance 
----an instrument for weighing 
a series of to'nes going up or down in 
---pitch 
---
a series of marks made along a line at 
regular distances to use in measuring 
38 
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SET II 
Directions: 
1. discover 
2. pupil 
WORD MEANING TEST 
Here is a set o~ twenty-~ive words. Beside each 
word there are ~ive de~initions. You are to ~ind 
as many de~initions as you can ~or each word and 
put a check mark beside each. For example, the 
~irst word is ounce. Look through the ~ive 
de~initions until you ~ind all the meanings ~or 
the word "ounce." Then put a check mark in ~ront 
o~ all the correct meanings o~ the word in the 
space just be~ore it. Check the other words and 
meanings in the same way. 
EXAJ.'VIPLES : 
ounce 
~arm 
_____ a unit o~ weight 
a little bit 
--1/16 o~ a pound 
_____ a very small amount 
speak ~rankly 
----
____ hard to please 
land which a person raises crops 
----or animals 
cultivated land 
---let ~or hire 
--~go without ~ood 
to ~ind out 
----to see or learn o~ ~or the ~irst time 
to talk over 
----to reveal 
to make known 
-----
the black center o~ the eye 
---a boy or girl in school 
-----a piece o~ land 
a case ~or carrying money 
----one who is learning in sdhool 
3. import 
4. hibernate 
5. vault 
6. deposit 
7. strait 
8. structure 
9. region 
10. rotate 
_____ to bring in from a foreign country 
___ importance 
___ ....;meaning 
____ an article brought into a country 
to make known 
---
____ . to spend the winter in sleep 
____ a class of nobility 
____ faltering in speech 
____ stop or pause 
____ stand in place 
___ underground cellar or a storehouse 
____ to· jump or leap over by using the hands or 
a pole 
___ a place for storing valuable things 
_____ a place for burial 
____ to put down 
____ to put in a place for safe keeping 
_____ to leave lying 
____ laying down material by natural means 
____ something entrusted by another 
____ strongly built 
strict 
----a narrow channel connecting two bodies of 
----water 
__ _,poverty 
___ difficulty 
the way parts are put together 
----the manner in which something is built 
____ anything composed of parts arranged to-
gether 
___ a building 
____ something built 
___ a large tract of land 
royal power 
---a part of the body 
_____ a part of the world 
___ space 
to move around a center 
---to turn in a circle 
revolve 
---change in a fixed point or order 
cause to take turns 
----
11. court 
12. term 
13. settle 
14. delicate 
lfj. thresh 
16. sundial 
17. cushion 
18. reduce 
a short street 
---
___ a place where a king lives 
_____ a space set off for a game 
to make love to 
---
____ a place whera justice is administered 
____ a period of time fixed by law as custom 
_____ a rough part or place 
___ the points agreed upon in making a con-
tract or a treaty 
___ one member of a compound quantity 
___ social relations 
_____ a long wooden bench 
___ to locate permanently 
____ to put in order 
to direct onets attention 
----
____ to make quiet 
___ easily hurt 
satisfying or pleasing because of its 
---fitness 
____ very sensitive 
___ expert knowledge or fine skill 
___ very soft 
____ to beat out grain from straw 
____ to go over and over again 
to utter words 
---
_____ to speak without thinking 
to toss about 
----
-----
an instrument for reaching far above the 
ground 
a form of government 
---an instrument for telling the time of 
day by the position of a shadow cast by 
the sun 
___ to put out of sight 
___ a mischievous spirit 
___ a shoft pillow or pad for a couch or chair 
____ a union of two or more parts 
a confused situation 
---to make amends 
-----
a struggle between two or more persons 
to lessen 
~---to bring down 
to change to another form 
---to decrease 
41. 
19. surrender 
20. sense 
21. coast 
22. migrate 
23. kernel 
.. 
24. sum 
25. pioneer 
___ to give up 
___ to yield 
___ to give oneself or something into the 
power 
to support 
---to substitute 
___ feeling 
___ understanding 
____ a clear or sound state of mind 
____ the means by which any living thing 
receives or responds to things through 
sight, hearing, taste, touch or pain 
____ judgment 
the seashore or the land near it 
----coarse food 
____ things grouped together 
to slide over snow or ice 
----
_____ to ride or glide without applying power 
_____ a mountain range 
_____ a.slight reference 
____ to move from place to place 
_____ a night frost 
to pass from one region to another with 
-----the seasons 
_____ a grain or seed, like that of wheat or 
corn 
_____ the softer part inside the hard shell of 
a nut 
___ an agreement between two or more persons 
_____ the central part of anything around which 
it is formed or built up 
---
a thin oil made from petroleum 
the total of two or more numbers of things 
---taken together 
an amount 
----
_____ a group of ideas 
---~problem in arithmetic 
___ a large sea fish 
____ a person who goes first 
___ an early settler 
to discover or explore in advance 
---
___ to open the wgy 
to take the lead 
---
4.2 
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SET III 
Directions: 
1. interval 
2. bay 
WORD MEANING TEST 
There is a set of twenty-five words. Beside each 
word there are five definitions. You are to find 
as many definitions as you can for each word and 
put a check mark b'eside each. For example, the 
first word is ounce. Look through the five defi-
nitions until you find all the meanings for the 
word ttounce.n Then put a check mark in front of 
all the correct meanings of the word in the space just before it. Check the other words and meanings 
in the same way. 
ounce 
farm 
_____ a unit of weight 
a little bit 
-----1/16 of a pound 
_____ a very small amount 
____ speak frankly 
____ hard to please 
land which a person raises crops 
---or animals 
cultivated land 
-----let for hire 
____ go without food 
____ very familiar 
unbearable 
-----
___ a space or gap between things 
a difference in pitch between two tones 
---
___ an international agreement 
____ a, part of the sea or lake extending into 
land 
_____ a space or division of a wall or building 
between columns and pillars 
long, deep bark of a dog 
-----a stand made by a hunted animal 
a small evergreen tree with smooth, 
-----shiny leaves 
3 • artificial 
4. reign 
5. denominator 
6. mission 
7. absorb 
8. soil 
9. ventilate 
10. rein 
----~not natural 
not known ---~a harsh sound 
____ a limping walk 
____ to enter 
___ to collect or gather 
___ to carry forward 
to make or become more close 
-----
___ to rule 
___ of royal power 
___ a part of a kingdom 
the number below the line in a fraction 
----
_____ to give information against 
a wild animal's home 
---the number above the line in a fraction 
---
___ .an errand 
____ persons sent out on some special business 
___ one's business or purpose in life 
____ an organization for doing missionary work 
____ a course of sermons 
~--to take in or suck up 
____ to take up al the attention 
___ to increase the speed 
to take in and hold 
----to hold all of one's interest 
____ ,ground 
___ to make dirty 
___ an argument 
___ disgrace 
earth 
----
____ to change the air 
____ to purify by fresh air 
___ a day of freedom 
___ an implement for weeding 
___ to make known publicly 
____ a long, narrow strap 
___ to purify by fresh air 
____ to escape 
___ to guide and control 
____ to think over 
11. numerator 
-. 
_____ an expression of affection 
____ a small dirty den 
_____ the part of the fraction above the line 
____ the home of thieves 
_____ the pa~t of the fraction below the line 
12. punishment _____ the penalty for a fault or crime 
____ to wash away 
13. internal 
14. belt 
15. cell 
16. revenous 
17. equal 
_____ to suffer 
____ to have pain 
____ a great loss 
to show motion or direction 
----inner 
----
_____ the affairs or interests within a country 
or organization 
inside 
-----to be taken in 
____ a strip of leather or cloth 
____ a curve or turn 
____ a strip of country wiich has climate and 
soil suitable for the growth of certain 
plants or animals 
--~-a strip running around wheels 
____ a great loss 
____ a small room in a prison 
_____ any small hollow space 
____ a cont~iner holding materials for produc-
ing electricity by chemical action 
_____ a small animal or plant 
____ a small purchase 
_____ very thoughtful 
_____ very conscious 
_____ very hungry 
____ very happy 
_____ very greedy 
----
the same amount, size, number or value 
_____ evenly balanced 
____ wrong doing 
_____ bursting forth 
_____ having sufficient power, ability, or 
means 
r rn · 1 · ·· ilfrX me . ....,_. r rtWcf~ a .• 'tiHR:' . _:.1 . rilts 
18. annex 
19. arch 
20. center 
21. crown 
22. flagon 
23. remainder 
24. locomotive 
25. joint 
____ join or add to a larger thing 
to furnish .....,..... __ _ 
_____ an earnest request 
~---an added part 
____ an interesting guest 
____ a part of a stricture that is curved or 
rounded to a peak 
____ a gun 
_____ a famous Greek philosoper 
chief 
---
____ slyly mischievous 
_____ the middle part 
_____ a copper coin 
_____ a point within a circle or sphere 
____ the principal point or place 
____ a persol1c, thing, or group occupying 
the middle position 
to honor 
---
_____ a head-covering of a king or queen 
a wreath for the head 
---
____ a British coin worth 5 shillings or 
about 
___ a part of a tooth 
_____ a large bottle 
a cool room 
---a small enclosure 
----a container 
____ a quarrell or dispute 
the part that is left 
---slow to act 
the rest 
----an example in division which the num-
----ber carried over cannot be divided 
the answer to an example in subtractio 
----
---
an engine which moves under its own 
power 
____ a business building 
_____ a railroad engine 
____ the power to move from place to place 
moving from place to place 
----
___ sharing 
a point at which one part is joined to 
---another 
a large piece of meat cut for/a roast 
----owned together another 
----the a ts where two bones move on one 
--
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SET IV 
WORD MEANING TEST 
Directions: Here is a set of twenty-five words. Beside each 
word there are five definitions. You are to find 
as many definitions as you can for each word and 
put a check mark beside each. For example, the 
first word is ounce. Look through the five de-
finitions until you find all the meanings for the 
word ounce. Then put a check mark in front of all 
the correct meanings of the word. Check the other 
words and meanings the same way. 
1. crop 
2. drug 
EXAMPLES: 
1. ounce 
2. £~rm 
_____ a unit of weight 
a little bit 
--1/16 of a pound 
_____ a very small amount 
_____ speak frankly 
_____ h~rd to please 
land which a person raises crops 
-----or animals 
cultivated land 
-----let for hire 
_____ go without food 
----~food or plants grown or gathered by 
people for their use 
_____ cut or bite off the top 
a baglike swelling of a birdts food 
----passage where food is prepared for 
digestion 
____ clip or cut short 
____ a short whip with a loop instead of a 
lash 
_____ a stupid person 
a narcotic 
-----a£fect or overcome in a way not natural 
an article that is too aboundant, or is 
-----no longer in demand 
-----~a--~~bstance -~hich when taken into the bod~ lroduces a cnan2'e in _it_._ 
3. flight 
·e 
4. difference 
5. product 
6. distance 
7. weight 
compare 
9. interior 
___ running away 
___ .escape 
___ a set of steps or stairs 
--~number of things passing through the air 
together 
____ distance covered by a flying object 
____ an unlikeness between two or more persons 
or things 
____ the number that is obtained when one 
number is subtracted from another 
___ a dispute 
make or become smaller ___ .....; 
____ a disagreement if opinion 
__ ....;moving forward 
____ the result of work or growth 
___ anything that is produced by manufacture, 
labor, thought or growth 
___ the figure which results from multiply-
ing together figures 
unusual 
---
___ the speace between two objects 
to leave behind 
---coolness of manner 
---
____ being far away 
___ to go beyond 
----~something heavy that is used to hold or 
press a thing down 
_____ the force which a body is pulled toward 
the earth 
to make heavy 
---a load or burden 
___ importance 
to examine in order to discover resem-
----~blances or differences 
to be worthy of being likened to some-
---thing else 
to request or demand 
-----to state the positive, comparative, and 
superlative forms of an adjective or 
adverb 
to represent as similar 
---
inside 
---far from the limits, frontier, or shore 
inner 
---inland 
10. retreat 
·-
11. council 
12. unite 
13. plantation 
14. adjust 
15. sore 
16. sympton 
17. tract 
_____ to get again 
_____ withdrawing from danger or difficulties 
_____ a place where people to for safety, quiet 
or rest 
___ to go back 
_____ cutting down 
____ .a group of relatives 
_____ a group of persons who are called toge 
___ to give advice or make decisions 
_____ an official body of lawmakers 
____ Jpersons who own property 
____ a group of persons elected by the people 
to make laws 
____ to put together so as to make one 
____ to complain 
____ ·to join by a legal or moral bond 
_____ to join in an act 
to become one 
---
_____ a group of trees planted under cultivat 
____ a carpenter's tool 
___ a place planted 
____ a colony 
____ a large farm or estate 
to settle 
---
___ to put in agreement 
to fit 
----
_____ to arrange 
___ to set just right 
_____ causing pain 
____ causing sorrow 
painful place on the body 
---'hurt 
a town or district 
----
____ a very large seafish 
____ the parts forming a whole 
____ a sign or an indication 
_____ a guide post 
___ a combination of persons 
stretch of land or water 
----
___ a.rea 
____ a little book or paper on a religious 
topic 
___ a. pamphlet 
____ a. system of organs that serve some speci 
ose 
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18. digest 
19. nomad 
20. gul.f 
21. source 
22. quarry 
23. lock 
24. eliminate 
_____ change .food in the stomach and intestines 
so that the body can use it 
think over until one understands 
-----a brie.f statement o.f what is in a longer 
book or article 
make a brief statement ___ .....; 
____ exchange thoughts 
____ ....;member o.f a tribe which moves .from place 
to place to have .food or pasture .for its 
cattle 
_____ wandering .from place to place 
____ a sip or small drink 
_____ a member o.f nobility 
wanderer 
----
____ a large bay 
a very deep break or cut in the earth 
----a water bird 
____ wide separation 
-----
a hollow place in the earth 
.fountain 
-----spring 
----beginning o.f a brook or river 
a place .from which anything comes 
----a chief priest 
----
a .place where stone is dug, cut or blaste 
----an animal chased in a hunt 
____ prey 
____ a peculiar character 
___ a game 
____ ....;means o.f .fastening 
to join, .fit, or link together 
-----the part o.f a canal in which the level o.f 
water can be changed by letting water in 
or out to raise or lower ships 
____ the part o.f a gun by means o.f which it is 
.fried 
curl o.f hair 
-----
___ to remove 
____ to get rid o.f 
to make dull 
----to leave out 
to omit 
-----
5{1) 
25. tarnish dull 
---
___ loss of brightness 
a red seaweed 
---a musical instrument 
---
____ a lack of power 
•os~on Un,\ora1ty 
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SET V 
- WORD MEANING TEST 
Directions: Here is a set of twenty-five words. Beside each 
word there are five definitions. You are to find 
as many definitions as you can for each word and 
put a checkmark beside each. For example, the 
first word is ounce. Look through the five de-
finitions until you find all the meanings for the 
word ounce. Then put ~ check mark in front of all 
the correct meanings of the word in the space just 
before it. Check the other words and meanings in 
the same way. 
1. screen 
2. screw 
EXAMPLES: 
ounce 
farm· 
_____ a unit of weight 
a little bit 
----1/16 of a pound 
a very small amount 
----
____ speak frankly 
hard to please 
---land which a person uses to raise 
---crops or animals 
let for hire 
----cultivated land 
go without food 
---
a covered form that protects, hides or 
----separates 
a sheet on which moving-pictures are 
---shown 
___ photograph with a moving-picture camera 
___ sieve for sifting sand, gravel, coal or 
seed 
___ an ornamental partition 
.a kind of nail 
----~a cylinder with a ridge winding around it 
a propeller which moves a boat 
----to force people to tell or to give up 
to twist 
----
£"'3 
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3. mold 
4.. caldron 
5. decision 
6. forge 
7. bazaar 
8.. descend 
9 •. -·area 
____ a hollow shape in which anything is 
formed or casted 
____ a model in which anything is shaped 
____ to make or form into shape 
---~a wooly or furry growth, often greenish 
in color 
loose earth 
---
---
a wall or barrier to hold back a flow 
of water 
--~a shell fish 
____ a large kettle 
____ a raised platform 
____ a period of time 
____ deciding to decide 
_____ a pointed weapon 
to make up one's mind 
----firmness 
a stroke or mark 
---
____ a place where a blacksmith's fire is 
____ to move ahead slowly 
_____ to heat very hot and beat into shape 
_____ to make or write something that is false 
_____ to sign a name that is not one's own 
___ street or streets full of shops in 
Oriental countries 
___ a place that has been destroyed 
____ a place for the sale of all kinds of good 
____ a native dance 
___ s.ale of things given for some special 
purpose 
___ come or go down from a higher t.o a lower 
place 
_____ go from greater to a lesser number 
___ be handed down from parent to child 
make a sudden attack ___ _.,; 
_____ go from earlier to later time 
_____ ground apace 
_____ an entrance-way below ground level 
an article 
-----
____ a region 
____ an opening space 
S3 
10. acre 
11. cord 
12. graph 
13. check 
14. territory 
15. decade 
16. aide 
a measure of land 
---
____ land that is destroyed 
____ 160 square rods 
___ a field 
____ a piece or plot of land 
___ a string 
a measure of cut wood 
-----~·a ridge on a piece of cloth~ 
____ a structure in an animalts body 
____ very thin rope · 
___ a diagram which by means of dots and line 
shows a system of relationships between 
things· 
____ an imaginary creature 
____ something written or recorded 
____ a sharp round stone .. 
____ a post where roads meet 
--~-a stop or pause 
____ something that causes a delay 
_____ going over something to be sure it is in 
pl~ce or correct 
_____ a mark On printed matter to ·ShOW that 
something has been noted 
_____ a sum of money according to the instruc-
tions on the order 
____ a region controlled by a particular 
government 
an area or a district that has been taken 
----over by a particular person or group 
a dependent country or part of a country 
---~land included in a will 
____ a group of ten 
_____ a period of thirty years 
____ a period of ten years 
_____ a division of ten years 
_____ a period of five years· 
_____ a group o£ ten 
_____ a weapon 
_____ a salesman 
a military officer who assists a general 
-----a rat-like animal 
_____ the wing of an airplane 
-----
17. stock 
lB. common 
19. process 
20. contract 
21. scalp 
22. spoil 
23. soft 
____ a stupid person 
_____ a part of a thing which serves as its 
support, frame or handle 
_____ the family from which a person decends 
farm animals 
--------~-the sum of money which is invested in a 
large business 
____ belonging to or used by everybody 
_____ .familiar 
____ of the ordinary kind 
____ vulgar 
____ ._ .. a pqsture or park owned by the community 
___ going on 
----
changes in a special order 
____ threat or prepare by some special method 
a written command or summons to appear in 
-----a court of law 
____ a part that grows out or sticks out 
____ a binding agreemen~ 
_____ an agreement which can be enforced by law 
____ draw together 
to enter into or start 
---~become shorter or smaller 
a shell fish 
----a piece of lumber 
----the skin and hair on the top and back of 
the head 
____ part of the skin_and hair cut off as a 
token of victory 
a crust that forms over a sore 
----
____ damage or destroy 
___ anything taken by force 
___ injure 
steal 
----office and position filled by a success-
----ful political party 
____ gentle 
weak 
-----tender 
kind 
---gentle curved 
----
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24. forage 
25. smelt 
f'ood f'or horses and cattle 
---
____ to hold in quarantine 
to hunt f'or f'ood 
---searching f'or porvisions of' any kind 
---to collect f'ood 
obtained f'~m ore 
---a very high meat 
---small f'ood-f'ish with silvery scales 
___ to export or import 
refine 
---
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SET VI 
\.) WORD MEANING TEST 
Directions: Here is a set of twenty-five words. Beside each 
word there are five definitions. You are to find 
as many definitions as you can for each word and 
put a check mark beside each. For example, the 
first word is ounce. Look through the five de-
finitions until you find all the meanings for the 
word ounce. Then put a check mark in front of all 
the correct meanings of the word in the space just 
in front of it. Check the other words and meani 
in the same way. 
1. plant 
2. range 
EXAMPLES: 
ounce 
farm 
___ a unit of weight 
____ a little bit 
__ 1/16 of a pound 
____ a very small amount 
____ speak frankly 
____ hard to please 
-----
land which a person uses to raise 
crops or animals 
cultivated land 
----let for hire 
_____ go without food 
----
set firmly in place 
_____ put in the ground to grow 
____ a small growth 
---
a young growth ready to be set out in 
place 
to @:Stablish 
-----
___ a place to practice shooting 
put into groups or classes 
----:! land for grazing 
---districts in which certain plants or 
animals live 
----
a stove for cooking 
3. degree 
4. trunk 
5.. gauge 
6. general 
7. club 
$. cloud 
9. incense 
10. legend 
a step in a scale 
---a rank 
a unit or measurement 
---amount 
---
____ a stage in a process 
the main stem of a tree 
---
____ a body without the head, arms, and legs 
____ a big box for holding clothes 
____ an elephantra snout 
short trousers 
---
to measure 
---the distance between the rails of a rail-
---road 
___ to judge 
---
an instrument for measuring 
___ a reside~ce 
---~not special 
chief 
---
____ a high officer 
usual 
----
___ widespread 
---
a heavy stick of wood 
a stick or bat used in some games 
---a group of people joined together for 
some special purpose 
____ a weapon 
---
a repetition of sounds 
a white or gray or almost black mass in 
---the sky 
a mass of smoke or dust 
---to grip with the hands 
to make dark or become gloomy 
---
___ to put under suspision 
an everlasting punishment 
---a sweet smell 
to leave suddenly 
---
____ enjoying something 
----
to make very angry 
a story from the past which many people 
----have believed 
---
an order issued by a person that has 
authority 
____ an explanation 
a person who believes in democracy 
----what is written on a coin or medal 
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11. lane 
12. march 
13. nod 
14. quotient 
15. charge 
16. colony 
• 
____ a path between hedges, walls or fences 
___ a narrow grassy road in the country 
_____ an alley between buildings 
the course which ocean steamers follow 
---
___ any narrow path 
_____ to walk or go on steadily 
____ to walk in time and step of the same 
length 
____ land along the border of a country 
____ progress 
____ the third month of the year 
_____ bow and raise the head slightly and quick 
_____ droop, bend or sway back and forth 
____ plan or think out 
_____ let the head fall forward and bob about 
when sleepy 
____ make a strong wish 
---
the number added to another 
___ one of the seven hills on which Rome was 
built 
____ rent paid by a tenant 
_____ a number obtained by dividing one number 
by another 
____ a group of singers 
to lead or fill 
---
___ to give a task or duty or responsibility 
to a person 
_____ tm accuse or lay the blame on 
___ to demand or payment 
to make a record of something to be paid 
---for later 
___ a group of people working together 
___ any distant territory belonging to a nati 
a collection of creatures of the same k 
----living together 
a group of persons who move from their 
----native land to find a settlement else-
where, but who remain subjects of their 
mother count;ry 
---
a group of people remaining in a country 
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17. estate 
18. decay 
19. value 
20. graze 
21. palm 
22. cure 
23. foul 
24. offer 
a settlement 
---a social or political class or rank 
---any property owned by a person 
the property of all kinds which a person 
---leaves to be divided at his death 
---
a large piece of land 
to rot 
---to grow less in power, wealth, strength 
---or beauty 
to pour off 
---to spoil 
___ to waste away 
importance 
---real worth 
excellence 
---usefulness 
__ __.power to buy 
feed on growing grass 
----touch lightly in passing 
to smear with grease 
---scrape the skin 
---rub lightly against 
the inside of the hand between the wrist 
----and fingers 
to pass or get accepted 
----any of many kinds of trees growing warm 
climates 
a branch or leaf 
----victory 
to bring back to health 
---a remedy 
-----a medicine or treatment 
____ preserve 
___ spiritual charge 
very dirty 
---clogged up 
___ unfair play 
very wicked 
--~hit against 
to propose 
---to try 
to hold out 
----to present in worship 
to cease to act 
---
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25. plate a dish 
---a thin, flat sheet 
-----the home base in baseball 
a cut of beef 
-----dishes or utensils coated with gold or 
silver 
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